The Crisis Call: Dispute resolution
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WHEN THE CHIPS
ARE DOWN
Vital parts are stuck on a slow boat from China: now a business is faced with the prospect
of losing a major contract, and wrecking one of its most trusted suppliers. How can it
resolve the issue? A panel of experts show how to use consensus to avoid the courts

THE SCENARIO
Auto-components manufacturer
TypMids has a serious supply
issue. Its main customer BigCars has raised quality issues
about a batch of components
and is threatening not to pay for
two months’ worth of supplies,
hinting it may cancel the contract
altogether. TypMids maintains the
parts comply with the order specs
but, after a little investigation, has
discovered its normally trustworthy
supplier BitsCo has put dated
chips into a subcomponent. BitsCo
claims its usual chips are stuck in
transit from a factory in China, but
argues those used are up to spec,
and supplies should be back to
normal quickly. It’s getting messy
and ill tempered. TypMids wants
the issue resolved quickly, and get
back to normal business. What
should it do?

B

lame it in Brexit. Blame it on red tape.
Blame it on shipping containers
stranded in the wrong parts of the world,
but arguments over missed shipments
and the quality of goods is increasing. And
they are having major impacts throughout
supply chains.
“Over recent months, we’ve seen
a rise in supply chain disputes,” says
Greg Lowson, head of office at Pinsent
Masons. “Deliveries are often delayed or
incomplete, and with semiconductor chips,
there’s a worldwide shortage, with Apple
cutting its production targets of its new
iPhone 13. Manufacturers, particularly in
automotive, often use a just-in-time supply
model, and BigCars may already
be running low on the component
supplied by TypMids.”
However, while TypMids may not be
alone, this is still a complex issue. The
pressure is on. How does it get paid, avoid
losing a major customer, ensure supplies
are secured, continue a relationship with
a trusted supplier – and make sure this
never, ever happens again?

CASHING IN THE CHIPS
Forget the blame game – for now. TypMids’
most important and immediate step must
be to ensure that BigCars gets its parts,
gets them now and gets ones that are up
to scratch. Its next step is to quickly shore
up its financial position, and halt further
payments to BitsCo, until the row
is resolved.
“The primary issue has to be the
preservation of TypMids’ relationship with
BigCars. TypMids needs to ascertain
what impact not having the right quality
components will have on its customer’s
production line or end customers, to avoid
any wider implications for BigCars,” says
Harminder Sandhu, solicitor at Hawkins
Hatton. “TypMids should, if necessary,
source components from elsewhere
pending an investigation into the quality
of the rejected components. All parties are
under a duty to take all reasonable steps
to mitigate losses: BigCars cannot just sit
on its hands, it must source components
to continue production. In the same
way, TypMids must sell any rejected
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Reaching
a resolution
In the context of
business disputes one
of the main objectives
should always be to
reach commercial
resolutions rather
than engaging in
protracted litigation.
Time spent focusing on disputes is valuable
time diverted away from more productive
areas of running a business. The court
process can be unpredictable and no matter
how strong the case may be it does not
necessarily lead to a successful outcome
in court. We are dealing with a Court of
Law not a Court of Justice and as both
sides cannot be right there should always
be scope for reaching a sensible commercial
compromise. One way to achieve this is to
“lay your cards on the table” rather than
hold back as the more information that is
volunteered at an early stage the stronger
the platform to persuade your opponent of
the weaknesses in their claim. It is all too
easy to become entrenched in a position
or matter of principle and lose sight of the
wider commercial relationships especially
with other businesses. At each stage of any
dispute the main consideration should be
how to extract your-self from the process
by agreeing terms which are commercially
acceptable. Often this can be as simple as
paying a sum of money to your opponent
to extinguish the risk and time associated
with the issue rather than incur that
sum in legal fees. In these challenging
economic conditions (in light of Brexit and
the pandemic) you see frequent disputes
for unpaid invoices for work rendered or
products supplied. Often parties seek to
raise performance issues to delay payment.
The secret is always to document the
commercial relationship whether that is
agreeing a comprehensive specification or
delivery and payment terms. When an issue
arises all evidence should be preserved
and subsequent discussions documented
(whether by email or text) in particular
where there is some form of acceptance
or acknowledgement from your opponent.
Contemporaneous evidence is the key to
determining factual issues and achieving
the overall objective of resolving the dispute.
Harminder Sandhu
Managing Director and
Head of Dispute Resolution
For more information, call:
01384 216 840
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components to other customers if possible.”
“TypMids should clarify with BitsCo that
the alternative chips satisfy the contract,”
adds Gordon Monaghan, director and
solicitor – dispute resolution, at Actons.
“If not, it should remind BitsCo of its
contractual obligations while asking BitsCo
how soon they will be able to source
the on-spec chips. If BitsCo can’t source
them for a significant time, TypMids may
want to look for alternative sources.”

THE INVESTIGATION
The next stage is for TypMids to start an
investigation. Are the parts up to par?
Have the dated chips used by BitsCo really
diminished the quality of the components
so they do not meet the agreed spec? Can
BigCars reject them and seek recompense
from TypMids? Are the dated chips really
the cause of the quality issues?
If the components are up to spec,
TypMids can pursue Big Cars for payment.
The company should present its evidence
to BigCars as clearly and quickly as
possible, perhaps going to mediation
if the situation is not resolved soon.
What TypMids should not do, at least at
this stage, is go for the nuclear option
of going legal.
If the parts are not to the agreed
specification, TypMids should admit it is in
breach of its contract with BigCars. That
is a major confession: not only will it be
unpaid but may – depending on the T&Cs
of its contracts – even be responsible for
BigCars’s wider losses. This is the point
where TypMids should hurriedly check if
limitations of liability were agreed. It is also
the point where TypMids turns to BitsCo –
standing to one side, nervously waiting to
be paid and wondering whether it will carry
the can for all this – to see whether it can
recoup the losses it has just racked up.

THE NEGOTIATIONS
However, before this escalates into a
three-way row of writs and recriminations,
TypMids needs to ask whether BigCars
can really do without them, or does it really
want to cripple a long-term, trusted
supplier like BitsCo? What is BitsCo’s
financial viability in respect of any claim,
and could TypMids really continue to
supply BigCars without them?
“It’s not in anyone’s interests to have
a costly and protracted dispute before
the courts. The approach should not be

to become defensive and entrenched in
defending legal positions, but to collaborate to resolve the problem,” says Lowson.
“BitsCo thinks the chip supply will be
back to normal quickly – a timescale that
could be acceptable to BigCars and allow
it to continue production. The commercial
relationship between the parties, which
up until now has been successful,
can be maintained. If the parties can’t
agree, they can instruct a mediator.
TypMids must not lose sight of its overall
objective – getting back to normal production quickly, and that’s best achieved
through negotiation and compromise
rather than playing hardball.”

“The approach should not
be to become defensive
and entrenched in
defending legal positions,
but to collaborate to
resolve the problem.”
Greg Lowson
Pinsent Masons

GOING FORWARD
Let’s assume all is amicably resolved.
Chips flow freely from China; BigCars are
once again selling well. But TypMids is very
aware that it has had a close call.
Sandhu says that one of the company’s
first actions is not legal, but financial – to
ensure it never again faces such a
potential threat to cashflow. “Quality control
is a minefield whether relying on sample
goods or at supplier premises,” she adds.
“It’s always useful to obtain upfront or part
payments from customers, and to stagger
your own payments to suppliers.”
Monaghan says TypMids should also
consider whether its quality control
systems are sufficiently robust to pick
up any future defects. Are the current
contracts restrictive in providing a solution,
and should new contracts with more
favourable terms be negotiated? TypMids
will want to ensure terms with BitsCo and
the losses recoverable are as extensive as
possible, but restrict the potential liability
in its relationship with BigCars. It must also
discover the circumstances under which
BigCars could validly cancel the contract. n

